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* THE PION MYSTERY 

Geoffr~y F. Che .... r 

UCRL-17882 

Department of Physics and La .... ITence Radiation Laboratory 
University of California, Berkeley, California 

The lowest-lying of all nuclear levels is ~he pion .'Jo" whether 

or not it is thought to occupy a fundamental niche in the hadron hier-
,,' 

archy, it is inevitable that this particle should receive intense 

experimental investigation,' Physicists by now possess far-reaching 

quantities of pion data, and theoretical attention has correspondingly 

become enormously detailed. A deep question has arisen from all this 

attention: Does the relative' smallness of the pion mass (140 MeV) 

directly reflect some fundamental aspect of strong interactions, or 

is it a "dynamical accident:· that the spacing between this Imrest 

nuclear level and the remainder of the spectrum is several times 

larger than the displacement of the pion level from zero? Some 

current theoretical trends associate a special pion status with its 

10"1 mass--in conflict with the idea of "nuclear democr.acy. II This 

note proposes to review that part of the evidence arising from strong-

interaction experimental data. 

To begin, it is unquestionable that the small pion ll'.ass makes 

this par{;icle quantitatively more prominent than its colleagues as a 

"carrier" of the nuclear force and leads to important practical 

consequences. The inverse Yul".a.,.,a relation between force "range" 

and carrier mass means that "7hen selection rules allow a pion to 

be exchanged between two hadrons it g~nerates a longer range force 
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than do' any other possible' exc·hangcs. The existence of cla.ssico.l 

nucl.ear physics as a d.iscipline separated from high energy nuclear 
"'--

physics depends upon the fact that the range of the force betHp-E:Cl 

two nucleons is the pion Compton wavelength and correspondinGly l~r~e 

compared to a nucleon Compton wavelength. A nonrelativistic local 

nucleon .. Ta ve function thereby acquires ,meaning and the typical iluclear 

level spacing becomes smaller than or of the order of fin 2 /2lt~.r .= 10 !v!eV. 

Without the small 'pion mass) the model describing nuclei as cOfnbir,8.tions 

of individual nucleons would be a poor a::i?proxima tion. Nuclear levels 

wouldjstill be classifiable according to atom~c mass number, B, but 

the mtan level spacing for B.2: 2 would be simila,r to that for 

B == 0, 1 j 1. e ~,of the' order of 5 00 MeV. 

'The pion, howeyer, is by no means the only carrier of the 

nuclear force. In fact, for a meson-baryon combinatiol) selection 

rules forbid pion exchange and the force range is determined by the 

mass of much heavier particles) like the p or the nucleon. There 

consequently is no significance possible for a nonrelativistic local 

"rave function and the level spacing is large ~ Nevertheless the same 

general prinCiples have been shOi-ffi to prevail in meson-baryon c:.ynam.ics 

as in the nucleon-nucleon combination.
l 

A similar conclusion obtaiLS 

for combinations of two mesons. The dominant and especially s:i.mple 

role of.the pion in generating the Yukawa force between baryons appears 

fortuitous. 

Even for the two-nucleon system, moreover, pion exchange is 

not tr.e vlhole story in force generation. Careful analysiS has Sh01ffi 
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cxcl1ange contr:Llmte ac:corcling to the same pTiu.;irJ~1J;:'; 

cxch::mge, the cliff'cTencc:s being due:: to the rr.0.3::; ~::'i:~-

ferc!lces bet'Heen these mesons. There is thus no basis anYl"herei~l 

the nuclear force picture for attributing a qualitatively special 

status to the pion. From the point of view of force generation the 

pion seems nothing more than the least massive haQTon. 

What about high-energy reaction rates? Is there anything 

anomalous about the pion cross section, say for collisions with 

nucleons? The general empirical rule is that the total cross section 

for 8. nucleon in collision with a target of baryon number B 

increases gradually with B. This rule includes the pion, whose high 

energy cross section appears entirely normal. P~ain, no basis for 

special status. The same can be said for intermediate energies, 

'\-There resonance phenomena are the general rule, the pion pg.rticipating 

in a nonexceptional fashion. (Low energies are a different story, as 

\-!C;; sf',all see.) 

What does the su 
3 

classification of hadrons into multiplets 

2 
or' "::;imilar particles" tell us? The pion has been successfully 

:?:s,c,::rl into an octet which othervrisl2 includes the K, of r:lass lf95 MeV, 

anc1."che T1 , of mass 550 MeV. The similarity of properties ~-Tithin the 

octet makes it unlikely that a special status could be assign<::ci to orie 

rf:(~m.1j{.:::r and not to all, but the "average mass" of the' octet (:':)70IvIeV) 

r;o,fl!lot be described as a strikingly small number. Thus the success 

,.1:1: ;~1Jz diminishes the plausibility of a direct connection bet'.veen 
.) 

the :;[:;''111 Ilion mase and some fundo.mental aspect of strong intel~3.ctions. 
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.. I]:I11e above evidence, all suggests a pli2biarl ste.tuG foL' the ~~ionj 

1·ther.;::i21lies contrary evidence'? 'llhe most important ' suppcr'G 'i'()~C :.::y::ci2.1 

:pion status a.rises from the success of the PCAC h;),pothe8is, r)[~r-;:.L'),l'i:cly 

employed by weinberg) (and described by Treiman in e.n ear::,j.E;r 
" 4 ' , 

of thj.s journal ), Hhich makes successful predictions about reac:"..:;ion,,; 

involvinG; Im-r-energy pions by assuming an off-mass.,.shell ezt:cllpcl;~.tion 

Hi th simple behavior as thefO'lIT-momenturil of the pion appro3.che:..; :,-,,:::;ro. 

:Secause of the small pion mass it is argued that this simpb.city should 
\ 

still be present in observable' on-shell amplitudes vThen the :pion three-

momentum is small. A number of different experimental observations 

support the predicted simplicity of low-energy pion amplituies, so an 

explanc;.tion is required. The usual motivation for PCAC is field.

, tr:eoretin:u?,6 identifying the pion as a Goldstone boson (suPFOSec. 

id.eally to have zero mass) associated with the breakdmm of 'is 
inv.J.:ciance; IJ:coportionality bet',leen the pion field and the o.i vergence 

of the axial vector (weak) current then legitimizes the desired smooth 

e;;:trapolation. Such reasoning marks the pion as distinguished, espe-

cially if the axial current is one of a few "fundamental" .:::urrents 

sati::.>fyin8 simple commutation relations. 7 In p3.rticular Qn<2 \-10'.110. 

rlot ttJ.en expect the pion to sharE; equal status VTi th I.la.rticles QT.' higher 

- -
c,:JL'. (2 '. l~, etc.) on a Reggr.;: trajectory, . .sinc.::: there are not st:.pposed 

to be :fl;,ndamental weak currents VTith corresponding high-spin transfor-

r~,ation properties. 

J~Yidl":ntly a vital questj.on it \Olhethe1' the pion does or does not 

J.1(; on a traJc;ctory. Superficj,o.l J.l1clications from hj,gh-ene;~gy photo-
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~pi.on production e:<:pcrimcnts suggest till::.t it does not, but tLc ::.S .. :" .," 

is 1'8.1' from resolved. On the other hand, the same experir::(;~t::;; 2:1..'(: 

nearly unequivocal about a point discussed in the JY'.arch, 1 96{" lSC::.iC; 

of' this journa19: if the pion does lie on a tra,jector'y, th2 ~::'ore::-',",:: 

:M =: 1 and not M == O. In other ,vords there is r..arity-douDling--

~~ometimes called "conspiracy." Lorentz -group properties. for 1-:1:::: 1, 

if t:le pion r...adzero mass, ,wuld require a vanishing of all :.io::. 

&:;lplitucles at zero pion fOUJ:'-momentu.Ill. Such vanishing was one 0::::' ".:.11e 

. 10 
;\.cy consequeDQ2s ::>f )?CAC, but nm", as emphasized by IV'..andelstam, · .. :0 

no lon2:cr need any s:pecia1 af.l::;ociu:t:i.on betyreen the l):i.on and the :.:·: .. :.a1 

Clll'rcnt to under::;tand thl~ general tendency of lovT-erJ.8rgy pion ::ur.:1..:Ltudcs 

to be s~all. Once the mass is small and M is equal to one, Lorentz 

invs,riance does the rest. 

A furtherlmf-energy prediction "derived II from PCAC ,·,'as an 

8.pproximate "univer~al'i formuia fo~ all pion threshold scatte~ing 

lengths. Sakurai,ll hOlfever, has pOinted out that a dominant role 

for the p pole in the crossed. 1ClL amplitude suffices to explain 
, 

such universality if the p itself has an approximately univerc;al 

COLiI)ling. The latter condition is X'tC:quired if trl(!' p is to dOI~linate 

t1:1(; 101.1 momentum transfer region of electromagnetic form factors (as 

:1.t ::;80m::; 'to do) since these form factors at zero momen-t"Llfll transfer are' 

,just :Darticle electric charge~;;, quantities well lmOiffi to have universal 

'ii.1h;c;:). The con:3i3t(~ncy con:3t!'atnt::.; operating here would allow a 

~;·('(';uiction about the threshold. scattering lengths of ::tny lm-i-,l1::1GS 
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T,:.1rticlecarrying non-zero isotopic spin •.. Again; a connection vi tj.-~ 

the axial current is unnecessary. 

We have .revie'·Ted the chief evidence arising from st~ong-

int8raction data • The case for a special pion ste.tus is seerl 'Co oe 

unconvincing" although photoproduction experiments '''ill of course 

drastically alter the picture if they can demonstrate tffit the pion 

does not lie on a Hegge trajectory. In the face of the many co:ntY.'c~ry 

indj.ca tions . surveyed above, such a momentous development has to De 

counted at present as unlikely. 
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